PRESIDENT'S CORNER
IN THIS BULLETIN:

Peter Horsman

Guye Cabin - 2

What a year it has been!

Basic Climbing
Class - 3

We are still in a pandemic. We have all been impacted in one way or another, and some of us
have lost friends and family to COVID-19. Many of us are struggling due to lost jobs or coping
with mental health issues. It's been hard to not be able to travel and see family and friends as
much as we did before. Just 4 weeks ago, we were hopeful for finally seeing the end of the

Upcoming

pandemic. Preparation for climbing classes and travel were in full swing. Now, with the new

WACtivities - 4

Covid variant "Omicron" we are reminded that we need to deal with more uncertainty and be

Club photos - 5

flexible.
This Saturday, Mike Mahanay took me on a tour of the cabin and explained some of the
fascinating history. What a great place to hang out! It had been snowing the whole day and we

Trip Reports - 6

had fun helping multiple cars who got stuck in the snow. I learned having cat litter in the
trunk of your car can be quite practical!

Snow Dinner - 7

The board has worked on our COVID-19 policy. Great work by Amanda Helfer and Dana Loutey!
The policy includes specific guidance for WAC activities as well as the cabin and what to do

Help us rename the
Bulletin! Submit ideas
HERE.

when you test positive. We realize we will need to be flexible and expect this policy to change.
Please reach out with questions or feedback to covid@washingtonalpineclub.org. We also
created a new position: "Classes Liaison". Jef Faulkner has stepped up to represent all classes
and optimize processes and support for the classes. I believe this will improve efficiency and

Any and all submissions
welcome at bulletin@
washingtonalpineclub.org

allow the co-chairs to focus more on the class curriculum and teaching. Thank you Jef! One of
the next things we are addressing is to simplify our membership options.
A few reminders and requests:

1. Renew your membership before Dec 31st
2. The Basic Climbing Class is open for applications until December 31st. Refer someone!
3. Help teach a class! Reach out to Jef Faulkner (jef7psp@gmail.com)
4. Join us on WAC outings
5. The cabin remains open - come out and enjoy!
I wish you all happy holidays, and a healthy and happy 2022!

GUYE CABIN REPORT
Mike Mahanay
After a nervous couple of weeks, the ski areas are
now open with 3 feet of new snow and more on the
way! The roads have been treacherous so be sure
to have emergency gear in your car and chain up if
you don’t have all wheel drive.
Kera Colony completed her Eagle Scout Project trail

work

on

the

WAC

Trails,

marking

them,

signage, GPS, and finally producing a new trail
map. She is one of the first female Eagle Scouts in
WA. She has also summited Mount Rainier. We
hope to see the WAC Trails get a lot of use this
winter. Amazingly we continued trail work. Kera
installed signs, Jewel Wright and I created 3
turnpikes on the Guye View Trail.
Archie and I installed 4 new handrails that were
missing on the stairs. The stairs are now 100%. We
were able to reuse materials that we had on hand
so the only cost was for the brackets. You should
see the beautiful handmade entry post completed
by Phil Harvey. He found the log on the property
last winter and transformed it into a work of art.
Thanks Phil!
I want to thank all of you that have stayed, visited,
and helped at Guye Cabin. You are appreciated!
Guye Cabin has never been more comfortable,
looked better, nor been cleaner!
Please have WAC sticker on your car, and make
sure you park only in WAC parking (not the
neighbors). Here is the MAP of where to park.

Beginning

in

January,

we

will

use

a

hybrid

approach for reservations at Guye Cabin.
For Mondays-Thursdays we will continue the
AirBnb-style , exclusive use reservations thru
ski season. This works for you if you want to
keep control of your bubble. As the host you
can open it up to other families, individuals,
groups. This is the same process you all are
familiar with. Check the WAC calendar and
email Mike Mahanay to reserve.
On weekends, beginning January 7, we will
open the cabin to general use. We will limit the
number of vaccinated people to 20 a night, by
reservation, first come first served.
We require that everyone is fully vaccinated if
eligible.

BEGINNING IN JANUARY, WE WILL
USE A HYBRID APPROACH FOR
RESERVATIONS AT GUYE CABIN.

Send

proof

of

vaccination

to

Make

Mahanay in advance of your stay. Social distancing
inside. Stay home if sick, No one with symptoms
etc. Guidelines and usage subject to change. Check
out the WAC COVID policy on the website, and
email

covid@washingtonalpineclub.org

questions
patience!

or

concerns.

Thank

you

for

with
your

A MESSAGE FROM THE BASIC CLASS CO-CHAIRS
We rely heavily on our community to spread the word and we have the added
challenge of the pandemic and our years of distance. So PLEASE if you have not
already, ask Chris Gerber for some fliers, print some yourself, post on your social
channels, send an email to your co-workers, contact a local organization, start a
flash mob, or stand outside your neighbor's window with a megaphone. Some of
these ideas are legitimate and we desperately need your help to spread the word.

UPCOMING WAC ACTIVITIES
Dec 27 – Intro to Snowshoeing @ Guye Cabin 10 AM
Dec 29 – Intro to Snowshoeing @ Guye Cabin 10 AM
Jan 1 – Sunrise Nordic at Cabin Creek 8 AM

Winter Snowshoe Summits - BOEALPS
Come join us for a Winter Snowshoe Summit, or
two, or as many as seven this winter. The BOEALPS

Jan 8 – Kids snow day from 10 AM-2 PM
Jan 8 – Vegan/Vegetarian Potluck 5:30 PM RSVP
required
Jan 15– Intro to Snowshoeing @ Guye Cabin 10 AM
Feb 19– Kids Snow day from 10 AM -2 PM
June 9-12 Icicle Creek Campout at Eight Mile Group
Site

have again invited WAC members to join the
snowshoe summit outings.
Where: It depends, but somewhere higher than
home and within a 2-hour drive.
When: Every other Sunday this Winter.

Please RSVP: activities@washingtonalpineclub.org.
We are also looking for people who are willing to
volunteer to lead activities. Look for more events
as they are created on the website! Please note
that we do not have access to the cabin in
December but access to the slopes and outside is
open to all members. All activities will be in
compliance with the club's COVID policy on the
website.

December 5, 19, January 2, 16, 30, February 12
(Saturday to avoid the Superbowl), 27
Skills Required:

Alpine Club's Basic Climbing Class).

Comfortable

with travel in snowy backcountry terrain.
Physical Difficulty: Typically 3,000-4,000 feet of

been more of a blast than the last. We gather at a
different brewery each time and socialize outside so make sure to bundle up. Below is a photo from
edition

of

Brews

plus

and/or

cross-country

microspikes.

travel

Each

on

outing’s

announcement will include the expected distance

We've had three meet-ups so far and each has

holiday

gain

snowshoes

Brews & Beta Meet-Ups

Jimmy's.

Basic Mountaineering

equivalent experience (such as the Washington

elevation

the

BOEALPS

Class (BMC) formerly Basic Climbing Class (BCC) or

&

Beta

at

Bad

Keep an eye out on our WAC Facebook

page or email Jef Faulkner at jef7psp@gmail.com
for details on the January location!

and elevation gain.
For

details,

please

join

the

Facebook

group

"Boealps Snowshoe Outings". The week before
each trip a Facebook "Event" will be created to
announce the details about the
specific destination, where to meet, the planned
route, and all that good stuff. To sign up for
an outing you use the "Going" selection in the
Facebook Event for the outing.
Any other questions about the Winter Snowshoe
Summits can be addressed to Fred Vogel
at

fdv75@comcast.net

or

Elden

Altizer

at

elden.altizer@outlook.com
COVID-19 Precautions: All participants need to be
fully vaccinated. Do not join an outing if you have
had recent COVID-19 or flu symptoms or had recent
exposure to others with COVID-19. Everyone is
expected to comply with local guidelines for face
coverings and masks.

CLUB PHOTOS

Top left: The new Guye Cabin trail system.
Top right: Kera Colony and her team, who created a
new map of Cabin trails with GPS coordinates!
Bottom left: Phil Harvey at the new entryway at
Guye Cabin.
Bottom right: Roman Kogan enjoying excellent
conditions in the Crystal backcountry.

TRIP REPORTS
Mission Peak, CA | Robertson Miller
Several times a year my wife and I travel to

Due to the oppressive heat of August I found it was

Pleasanton, California, just north of San Jose, to

best to start up an hour before sunrise. The trails

visit our kids and grandchild. Eager to maintain my

go up the west slope and thus are in the shade in

hiking routine I did some research in the area and

the morning hours after sunrise. I’ve included

discovered Mission Peak, just a 20-minute drive

some photos from the hike. If you find yourself in

from our daughter’s house. Mission Peak stands

the area, maybe on a business trip or something,

above Mission San Jose, one of the 21 Spanish

and can free up three or four hours Mission Peak is

missions that date from 1769 to 1833 (Wikipedia).

worth it.

Mission Peak hosts two really nice walking trails
from the parking lot to the summit. The trails make
for a nice loop hike that gain 2,000 feet. The
environment

is

totally

different

from

western

Washington’s snow and ice covered cascades.
Mission Peak is grass land with grazing cows,
California

Live

Oak

trees,

wild

turkeys,

and

expansive views of Silicon Valley. As I stood at the
summit before sunrise looking down on the city
lights of the valley I couldn’t help laughing to
myself, thinking that I was looking at trillions in
market capitalization.

Bonanza Peak | Heather Hourie

Isolation Traverse | Dana Loutey

Here’s a fun shot of Ira Rushwald descending

Here's Kyle Johnson traversing under the Tempeh

Bonanza after a successful summit in July 2021.

Towers [sic]. If you thought the descent from

He’s one big mountain closer to finishing the

Snowfield was bad, try it with skis on your back!

Bulger list!

SNOW DINNER

occupied and some people slept on the floor. We

Mike Mahanay

had to serve dinner in two seating’s. Laurel Fan
always enjoyed the Snow Dinner and playing board

Sadly, because of the covid pandemic we have

games afterwards.

missed the tradition of the Snow Dinner the last
two years. What is the Snow Dinner? It is a

One year we had a blizzard and the pass closed.

celebration of the coming of winter, snow, and ski

Many people didn’t make it up- included the entrée

season!

Club

which was stuck in North Bend. We still managed

President it is an evening reuniting of friends, a

to have plenty to eat and a memorable time!

delicious potluck style dinner and topped off by an

Occasionally we would have a big fire outside in

exclusive entrée prepared by a WAC chef. Always

the snow.

Organized

and

hosted

by

the

one of the best social events of the entire year!!
After dinner we would retire to the Rec Room for

Enough reminiscing! Here is to a bright future and

entertainment of music by Chris Bridgeman, guest

the return of the Snow Dinner!

speakers informing us of grizzly bear recover in
WA, thru hiking the PCT, or slide shows of trips in
beautiful places.
The food was always spectacular. Entrees included
Teriyaki Salmon prepared on the grill outside.
Marinated chicken cooked on the grill, Geno’s
prime rib, Nick’s famous bbq ribs. The potluck
sides were everyone’s specialties. Salads, veggies,
and famous family dishes.
Most

people

would

stay

overnight.

A

typical

turnout was 30 to 50 people. A couple of times we
had more than 75 overnight! The only two times I
ever saw Guye Cabin full. All the bunks were
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